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Do you know why there are radiation traces dating back thousands of years in many areas of the 
planet? Do you want to know what happened on our planet more than 12,500 years ago?
Would you like to know the history of the Earth? This is the fifth video in a series of 8 videos where 
we will explain the hidden history of the Earth and the origin of the human species.

INTRODUCTION
Do you know about the ruins of Mohenjo-Daro? This ancient city was discovered in 1902 by the 
British archaeologist John Marshall in Pakistan. Thousands of buried bodies were discovered, 
victims of sudden death. Radiation exceeding 50 times the allowed limit and several crystallized 
stones were detected in the ruins. Indo-British researcher David Davenport confirmed that tests on 
corpses showed symptoms of radiation poisoning at a dose 50 times higher than that tolerated by 
the human body.



The corpses were found scattered around the city with strange poses, such as that of three 
members of the same family who appeared upside down holding hands or two individuals 
embracing in the middle of the street. The shape and poses in which the skeletons were found 
would indicate that death fell on them, apparently in full flight from the place. 

Experts say that everything pointed to the city being the epicenter of a large explosion where 
almost all the structures of the city were destroyed. The rocks were melted and the terrain 
crystallized. Also, a kind of crystallized black stone was found that after being analyzed proved to 
be nothing more and nothing less than clay vases burned at what would have been more than 
1600 degrees centigrade in temperature, that could only have been generated with a high 
radioactive level. And this is not the only radioactive ruined city in Pakistan. In the north of this 
country the city of Harappa was discovered, which has exactly the same radioactive 
characteristics.
In India we also find similar evidence. In the area between the Rajmahal Mountains and the 
Ganges River, there are several areas with large layers of ash and a presence of radiation above 
the usual average. To the west of the city of Jodhpur, an area of about 5 square kilometers covered
in radioactive ash was also discovered and according to locals it is the cause of a large number of 
cancers and congenital malformations detected in its vicinity.
But if the first nuclear bomb was created on our planet by Robert Oppenheimer in 1945, how can it 
be that cities that are more than 5000 years old according to our science can show signs of a full-



blown nuclear attack ? But we find even more evidence of this type in different parts of the planet. 
Also, an immense expanse of sand was discovered in the African desert that was crystallized in a 
surprising green color. The researchers determined that this could be achieved with extremely high
and deadly temperature levels.

50 years after the discovery, the first nuclear bomb was detonated in New Mexico, surprisingly (it 
made) the same green crystallization found 50 years earlier on the African continent. And we not 
only find radioactive evidence around the world, but also documented in ancient texts. The great 
epic of India, the Mahabharata, recounts in concrete passages a chaos and destruction that seem 
to record with great precision and detail the effects and consequences of a nuclear war. Massive 
explosions as bright as a thousand suns are depicted with bodies scorched to the point of being 
unrecognizable. In addition, it explains that those who survived the tragedy lost their hair and nails,
while food supplies became contaminated.
But also, it relates in all kinds of detail the existence of flying ships and rockets or missiles capable 
of reaching long distances. Powerful destructive weapons according to ancient texts used by the 
gods in battles. All this coincides with what we know today as the effects produced by radiation 
poisoning and radioactive contamination that results in an atomic explosion. Can the Mahabharata 
really be describing what a nuclear war was like in the past?



CHRISTINA’S PRESENTATION

Hello friends. Welcome to Pleiadian Knowledge, I am Cristina. And, today we bring you the fifth 
video in the series of: "The Orion Wars." We know that it is a video highly anticipated by all of you. 
And, tell you that, if you have not seen the previous 4 videos, please, watch them before continuing
since, if not, you will not be able to understand the content of this one. You will find the other videos
in: "Playlist", the list is called: "The Orion Wars - The hidden history of the Earth". But, we are also 
going to leave you in the description of this video, below, you will see that there are the links to the 
four previous videos.
So that said, I explain to you that today in this video we bring you a conversation we had with 
Yázhi Swarúu, in which she explains how the Adamic race was liberated from the Garden of Eden, 
but what this entails or the consequences of having liberated it in this sense which is what happens
next. So, I leave you with the conversation and see you at the end of the video.

"This information is provided by extraterrestrial persons, women and men from the Taygeta
star in the Pleiades cluster, through a written contact with us."

Cristina.- How did this first ancient battle start, the one that caused the exit from the Garden of 
Eden?

Yázhi Swarúu.- It originated, due to the help that the Eves, (Lemuria) decided to give to the new 
Adamic race that the reptilian inhabitants of Atlantis were preparing or had. Where they entered the
areas where they were kept in Turkey. And, they liberated them thus causing a battle or mass 
departure from there and they fled to Asia and Europe mainly. But over time they were spread out 
in towns all over the world coexisting with Atlantis which itself was very angry. This too, caused the 
famous wars of Tiamat, I would not say directly, but it is part of the chaotic social context of the 
time that helped this outcome with the subsequent deluge for the destruction of the water planet 
Tiamat. Here, many learned people say that the controlling gods caused the flood to reset 
humanity, but they say "provoked", as if it were a magical act. Traditional position or idea of gods, 
that what they think and dictate happens. But reality is complex with reasons, action-reaction, 
consequences and much of this escapes human understanding, although from another angle it is 
normal and documented as what happened.

Estel·la.- Then, the Eves were also slaves in Atlantis, in Eden, who were provided with the 
information knowledge by the Taygeteanas who then also liberated the Adams. Is this so?



Yázhi Swarúu.- Yes, only that they, the Eves that comprise men and women as happens with the 
Adams, rebelled and escaped from Atlantis, place of containment, Eden, because the controllers 
could not repress their intellect, their memories and all that. They knew they were free. So, they 
were receptive to Taygeta's arrival because of the base in Lemuria that continued to empower her 
to the degree that they made their rescue mission to free the rest of their sleepiest and most 
repressed kin, the Adams. Although as a race they logically had men and women.
It is worth saying something interesting here, they as a Lemurian society were holographic 
matriarchal as good Lyrian beings where it was very clear in Taygeta's records that it was women 
who were more receptive to that kind of information and support from another star race of Lyrian 
base, Taygeta. But, although 90% of this was Taygeta, there were bases of Solatian and Engan 
cooperation.

Estel·la.- When you say that this first battle was developed by the help of the Eves liberating the 
Adamic race, how exactly did this develop? What were the steps? How did they manage to 
infiltrate?

Yázhi Swarúu.- How, what I understand, is that they sneaked into guarded areas or poorly guarded
borders considered human farms, in the Cappadocia area (Turkey), among other places. They 
moved in the form of guerrilla warfare or like Ninjas, opening laboratories or letting people out of 
there.

In the case of Atlantis, the bases or facilities today, in the Bermuda area. In the Cappadocia area it 
was a more strategic infiltration where the Evas entered and formed ties and cooperation 
agreements, as well as escape routes for them. This after explaining the situation in which they 
lived. As has been explained before, the Eves with knowledge, serpents, DNA, woman, entered the
Garden of Eden to corrupt Adam, noting that they are both naked, symbolizing that they did not 
have anything with which to defend themselves and cover themselves. That is, nakedness 
represents lack of knowledge.

Estel·la.- So, were you coexisting for a while after your flight?

Yázhi Swarúu.- Yes. In itself, the Eves and the Adams were mixed to create a race or the modern 
race that, speaking from the point of view of accepted history, would be Homo Sapiens. Displacing 
the indigenous population that was already on Earth. A Proto Lyrian species, the Neanderthal that 



was inhabiting Europe, especially Eastern Asia and Africa. Being that, the most inhabited place of 
Neanderthals was in the area of Bucegi, Romania, near Turkey. And, the Homo Sapiens movement
went straight there. The Neanderthals were not primitive, without a brain as they are depicted, but 
they were mentally advanced beings, with a lot of connection towards the spiritual and towards 
nature. Pre-industrial society, yes, but emotionally connected with the Earth and at peace with it 
and among the other Neanderthal tribes since they had a clear empathic capacity far above the 
human one.

Estel·la.- And, after fleeing, did they also coexist with the other races of Atlantis?

Cristina.- Yes. What happened during that time?

Yázhi Swarúu.- No. I clearly understand that they did not coexist, but hid and isolated themselves 
from everything that has to do with Atlantis. They dispersed throughout most of the world in the 
form of nomads passing or walking through large wooded areas and large plains today under the 
waters of the oceans and seas. At the same time many dispersed and formed their tribes, colonies 
or small population centers, including small civilizations. A great fight between the more advanced 
Lemurians against Atlantis continued, in large part triggered by that conflict by the recent and not 
so recent rescue operations where they freed their slaves.
It must be taken into account that these events took several centuries to develop and to gain 
energy or to scale to space since there were interstellar races supporting each of the sides. The 
mostly reptilians and allies backing Atlantis and the mostly Lyrian ones backing Lemuria. Ending a 
highly technological war in all this area of this solar system which explains the traces of radiation 
and destroyed areas on Earth that even today are connected with nuclear explosions as the only 
explanation. There are clear areas in India today that are still radiated by bombs from thousands of
years ago. There are still traces of explosions, deject of explosion. Evidence of ancient nuclear 
explosions is not easy to hide.
600 years before Christ, no. More like 12,500 years before Christ. It also connects with the ancient 
stories in the Bible in the Old Testament about Sodom and Gomorrah where if you looked back 
they turned into pillars of salt, clearly more evidence of nuclear explosions. I do not have full 
corroboration on the veracity of this image.



Cristina.- How did these nuclear battles unfold? What technology was used?

Yázhi Swarúu.- In a very traditional way compared to today. It is known that flying artifacts were 
used, ships that previously called Vimanas. For me they are only ships like the ones of today, no 
mystery. Where they faced each other in air and space battles. Resulting in the well-known 
destruction of Tiamat and the devastation of the surface of Mars.

Cristina.- So, were they nuclear bombs or something else?

Yázhi Swarúu.- Yes, nuclear bombs were used, there is no doubt. The traces indicate it, also the 
historical records outside the Earth.

Estel·la.- Did Lemuria also use nuclear energy for its defense?



Yázhi Swarúu.- More than anything what their foreign allies provided them. This is documented as 
that, so it was. The problem that I personally see in this is that there were already other kinds of 
weapons not ionizing, not radioactive. So why use those? Nuclear power weapons are low-tech, 
pretty dangerous to useless. Just a naval plasma cannon, like the ones the Toleka has in turrets 
when fired at a base on the surface of the Earth or wherever, the beam of plasma energy 
penetrates several meters. Sometimes between 50 and 100 m below the crust, and then 
concentrates there by touching a rocky layer that offers more resistance. Then, the accumulated 
energy expands in fractions of a second and it is a lot, and it explodes outwards lifting the target, 
the base, or whatever is on the surface, completely annihilating the structures and buildings and 
everything that is there making it fly up to thousands of meters in the air between rock, earth and 
debris, leaving a huge crater and it is not nuclear, it is an energy weapon.

Cristina.- Thank you very much for all the explanation. And what races took part in that first battle?

Yázhi Swarúu.- The exact same races of the Federation present around the Earth right now. Again 
the Andromedans just looking and giving their opinion, but without getting into trouble, because of 
their karma, always their karma. And the races that got involved the most were the Taygetans, the 
Engan and the Arcturians, and the Reptiles and the Maitre, and they threw everything between 
them.

Cristina.- As you can see now, these nuclear wastes make a little more sense. Our story is truly 
there, you just need to dig a little bit. And, despite the efforts they make to hide it, there are things 
like this that it is not easy to sweep under a rug. So, having said all this, I hope you have found it 
super interesting as much as we did. And, finally, we would like to share with you also, a small 
conversation with Yázhi that we had with her about the god Shiva. We had heard that the god 
Shiva was Andromedan and that he had been somehow involved in this first ancient battle, in this 
historical period, but we did not understand very well since as you know the Andromedans are a 
non-warrior race, and we did not understand very well what his role was or what was really his role 
or was he really Andromedan. So, we leave you with this little conversation. I here already say 
goodbye. Thank you very much for being here and listening and see you in the next video.

Estella.- The god Shiva was Andromedan, right? Does it correspond to those times?



Yázhi Swarúu.- Yes. But it is difficult to know well. What happens is that everything that is before 
12500 is difficult to calculate in time. I don't remember when Shiva is mentioned on Earth, but here 
what I have seen goes from before Tiamat to about 650 BC, around the time of Buddha. I cannot 
specify when, there is no data. But it is associated with Vimanas and fighting. However, there are 
things about Shiva that do not suit me personally. For example, his warrior spirit and strong nature 
are not very Andromedan. And they always depict him with hair and the Andromedans have no 
hair. More I would say that it would resemble a Celeano-Pleiadian. But it is only my opinion. All this 
from memory.
Shiva is associated with confronting the occult, destroyer of worlds, but in a positive sense. That is,
he dissolves the lie, exposes reality no matter how strong it may be, revealing the unconscious, 
associated with the planet Pluto. So it is not known whether he participated in that battle before 
Tiamat's destruction or not, and if he did participate he would not be Andromedan.

Cristina.- So, do you think it is possible that he was not Andromedan?

Yázhi Swarúu.- The records here say that he was Andromedan, but I have a tendency to question 
everything. He had no Andromedan personality.

Cristina.- I understand, of course. Neither personality nor physical.

Yázhi Swarúu.- Yes. The only thing that fits with an Andromedan is his skin color and the fact that 
the area of India had a lot of Andromedan influence. It is that he participated in wars according to 
all the history of Shiva. However, although Tiamat's was the strongest and the one most 
remembered, there were many other wars with ships and everything. The most recent is that of 
1561 in Germany. It is only very recent. From 1880 onwards, the idea of UFOs and aliens began to
be erased from the culture and even more accentuated since the 1930s when the Nazis began to 
experiment with anti-gravity technology. So, they were interested in hiding as best as possible the 
existence of these ‘Wonder Waffen’ or more top secret ones.

* * *
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